Christmas Special
“Life Changing Driver Education”

Defensive Driving Course.
Guaranteed to Reduce
Crash Risks in Teenage
Drivers
Limited Time 10% off

Give the gift of life this
Christmas
Road Safety Educators Australia are leaders in
effective road safety education. They train
drivers using world leading educational
systems and measure success against ZERO
Crash/ injuries
We coach drivers to:
 Identify and Manage risks
 Demonstrate safe decisions
 Automate safe processes
 Actively avoid other’s faults
 Select safe options, not risk

Road Safety Educators Australia

www.roadsafetyeducators.com.au
Accredited Defensive Driving Organization
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What are the Defensive
Driving Course’s?

automated driving process for each risk.
Continuous self-calibration

Our aim is to engage vehicle users to be an
active participant through adult coaching
methodologies whilst identifying safety gaps
and then delivering the education in your
learning style (797 units, Australia’s most
advanced competency based Curriculum) our
success is selecting the delivery method that
matches your learning style, we will draw from
an extensive learning suite. Combining
Australia’s most advanced curriculum and
effective delivery methodology ensures every
person will learn to drive safety. Together we
will empower you to achieve ZERO. We are
having Significant results for p platers who
think its easy!
We will select and train a safe procedure that
allows you to automate safe interaction,
managing all the risks.

Does the Defensive Driving
Course produce safer p plate
drivers?

We will then ensure you are able repeat the
process in live environment’s cementing a
foundation, which you will turn into an

Vision Zero
Road Safety Educators Australia has adopted
the Vision Zero philosophy developed in
Sweden
Our goal is to have zero road fatalities across
Australia and Countries that adopt our
Education Syllabus. The Road Safety
Educators Australia Driver Training Program
affords Vision Zero, effective success!
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Research has shown that our Education
program when completed significantly reduces
crash rates for new drivers.
In their first six months of licensed driving, our
graduates have a significantly lower crash
rating than all other new drivers, In contrast
Australians aged 18 to 25yrs have a 30%
increased risk³ and are over represented in
vehicle serious injuries across Australia.

Why is our Defensive driving
program, So Effective?
Overwhelming feedback has told us that we
changed their driving from “thought they were
driving safely but actually had no idea” to
managing others risks and their own because
the training was delivered in live and dynamic
(real) environments, in a methodology that they
understood and could turn into safe actions, it
made them not only aware of the risks that they
had never realized existed, but they now had
been equipped with a safe manageable process
for each risk, which in turn made them feel less
anxious because they now understood what
might happen and had safety options.
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” I think it’s safe” was never a safe option “I
know it’s safe because I understand the risk and
I am actively applying safe driving processes”

assist supervising drivers in how to impart
knowledge to your novice driver, so they can
put the thought into a safe action.

 Recognise where, why and how motor
vehicle crashes occur,
 Proactively utilise safety strategies,
 Implement simple and effective risk
reducers through knowledge gathering, to
minimise the risk of being involved in a
motor vehicle related crash, regardless of
who is at fault.
 Self-calibrate Vision zero”, “Drive Safety”,”
Exit strategy” and “What If” processes.

Only when a thing produces action can it be
said to have been truly learned. “Confucius"

Who are Road Safety Educators Australia Trainers?

Road Safety Educators, Australia trains high
caliber professionals to become driving
instructors or as we prefer to be called, “Road
Safety Educators”. Upgrade to an accredited
road safety educator
Our educators are at the very top of their field.
They have undertaken significantly more
training (2.5years) more than driving
instructors who receive as little as 30 minutes
They gain a comprehensive education in
delivery methodologies, identifying clients
learning styles and tailoring these to an
effective delivery methodology option, matched
to environments and learning outcomes,
referencing Australia’s most effective and
comprehensive Driver Training syllabus that
ensures learning becomes a safe action!
Road Safety Educators work in close
partnership with client’s supervisors, utilizing
e-learning to share the latest road law updates
and training techniques as well as offering full
back up and support. In car training is offered to

Students are often taken out of the car to
observe and analyze live processes that most
drivers never master, in areas such as vehicle
body language, gap selection processes for safe
interaction with traffic streams, and every other
process that makes driving safe. The
knowledge they acquire through this process
lays the Foundation for safe driving
throughout their lives.
Factors such as personal risk taking, training
methodology, learning style, environmental
risk, distractions, vehicle dynamics, road law,
continuous calibration, eco driving, risk
management, interaction with other road users
and the driving environment, have all been built
into the curriculum.
Crash reate are rising across Australia and
Young drivers are the most vulnerable. We have
developed these courses to offer you a safer
option.

 Knowledge - Provide the criteria in a
methodology that is understood.
 Foundation – demonstrate the criteria as an
action in a tailored live environment
 Automation – ability to repeat a safe
process in all live environments.
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Course Details: Life Changing Education

Cost: $243.00
Valid For 12 -mths
2-hour course 1 on 1 in live and
dynamic environments.
Tailored to your needs from 797 units
of performance based processes:
 Defensive driving work book
 E-learning tools for parents, supervisors
and course participants.
 Latest road law updates.
 Freebees, discounts and more
 Top 5 crash situations are managed
 Top 5 crash causes are trained
 Safe car purchasing information, for
teenagers and parents.
 Safe Following distance trained.
 Country roads and the risks

Payment methods

 Direct debit. Cash, Credit cards. Accounts. PayPal.

Contact details 0411 110 112
info@roadsafetyeducators.com.au
www.roadsafetyeducators.com.au
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